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Charlie readily agreed and said, “No problem, I will ask Issac to bring him back 

before tonight. From today until August 10th, he can move freely within the 

jurisdiction of Aurous Hill City. At eight o’clock in the morning, let him come to 

Shangri-La on time and report to Issac.” 

Zhiyu didn’t expect that although her father and Roma’s wedding date was on the 

eighth, Charlie gave an extra two days, and she felt complacent and very grateful, so 

she said without thinking, 

“Okay, Mr. Wade, I will stay in Aurous Hill and keep an eye on him, and make sure 

that he will report to Shangri-La on time at eight o’clock in the morning on August 

10!” 

At this time, Issac learned that Charlie had come to the hotel, So when he heard the 

news, Charlie called him to the front and asked, “Old Chen, where is Zhifei?” 

Issac was slightly taken aback, then glanced at Zhiyu, and said awkwardly “Master Su 

has gone for about a third of his time, and he has already arrived in Sanqin Province.” 

Charlie nodded and said, “You can arrange for someone to bring Master Su back. 

Remember, mark the location where you picked him up, and send him back to the 

original place on August 10th.” 

“Okay.” Issac said without thinking, “I’ll arrange for the local men to pick him up by 

helicopter. We have a plane at Chang’an Airport, and when Master Su arrives, the 

plane can take off and bring him back directly.” 

“Okay.” Charlie instructed, “You make arrangements as soon as possible.” 

… 

Soon, a helicopter came from three The outskirts of Chang’an, the capital of Qin 

Province, took off and flew quickly all the way to the southeast. 



The straight-line distance between here and Zhifei’s location is only more than 40 

kilometers, and the helicopter can reach him in only ten minutes at full power. 

At this moment, Zhifei, who was walking on the land of Sanqin, continued his 

pilgrimage even though he had a scruffy beard and was covered in tatters. 

Although his body was tattered, he wore thick protective gear on his hands and knees. 

For every three steps he took, he had to kneel on the ground, and then he kowtowed to 

the ground before getting up. After getting up, he took another three steps and 

continued to kneel down to continue the cycle. 

When he first started on the road, Zhifei’s body couldn’t bear such high-intensity 

exercise at all, and his body was tortured. He had already reached his limit by walking 

three to four kilometers a day, which was much slower than the speed of ten 

kilometers a day for normal believers. 

However, with the passage of time and the longer and longer distances, he gradually 

adapted to this rhythm, and gradually increased from three to four kilometers a day to 

the current seven or eight kilometers. 

In more than five months, he has traveled more than a thousand kilometers. 

Originally, he felt that he was a standard outlier when he kowtowed three times on the 

road during the day and slept in the open at night. 

But as he walked farther and farther, he gradually discovered on the road that there 

were many people who, like himself, kowtowed their long heads and made 

pilgrimages to the southwest. 

The difference between them is that these people are all people of faith, and Zhifei is 

an atheist himself. 

Others do this for their faith, but he has to do this because Charlie ordered him to do 

it. 

However, as the distance traveled got farther and farther, Zhifei’s mentality became 

more and more relaxed. 



In the process of progress, he almost replayed his life of more than 20 years several 

times. 

During the review process, Zhifei also became more and more aware of his many 

mistakes and shortcomings in the past. 

Over time, he felt that he was a guilty person. 

Relying on the title of the young master of the Su family to be arrogant, domineering, 

and incompetent, is the first crime; 

Being rescued by Charlie without gratitude is the second crime; 

His father was taken away by his grandfather, his mother, and his sister were almost 

murdered by his grandfather, and their life and death were unknown At that time, for 

the sake of his future, he went to the culprit to compromise. This is the third deadly 

sin. 

Over time, although Zhifei didn’t have any religious beliefs, he was surprised to find 

that the punishment that Charlie gave him, which was similar to corporal punishment, 

could calm his heart down. 

After the mind calmed down, the daily fatigue of the body was no longer a kind of 

torture to him. 

He is like a person who has never exercised but became addicted to fitness because of 

his insistence on exercising. He gradually began to immerse himself in it, unable to 

extricate himself. As long as it is not a strong wind and rain, he will never stop 

moving. 

Moreover, after he reflected on his mistakes and sins over the years, the hatred for 

Charlie gradually disappeared in his heart, and he finally understood Charlie’s 

intention of making him make a pilgrimage all the way. 

In the past, he was dazzled by interests and material desires, and his family and 

humanity were greatly affected by this. After such training, his material desires have 

already been reduced to the extreme. Luxury houses, luxury cars, yachts, and 

airplanes are all things to him. It’s all a passing day, and now he only needs to fill his 

stomach every day, and he has already lived a very fulfilling life. 



With the reduction of material desires, his humanity gradually recovered. He began to 

miss his relatives and sympathize with the poor people along the way. When he saw 

the poor areas, he silently remembered them in his heart, hoping that when he had the 

ability in the future, he would do what he can do for them. 

In Zhifei’s mental journey, he not only overcame the difficulties and obstacles on the 

road but more importantly, he was purified and sublimated on his own spiritual level. 

Just as he continued to kowtow three steps at a time, there was a whistling sound of a 

helicopter in the sky, and a helicopter quickly flew in front of him from far and near, 

and then landed slowly in front of him. 

After kowtowing, Zhifei stood up from the ground, looked at the helicopter, and 

wondered why the helicopter blocked his way. 

At this moment, the hatch of the helicopter opened, and a middle-aged man jumped 

out of the plane, stepped in front of Zhifei, and said, “Master Su, please come with us 

to meet our Young Master.” 

“Your young master?!” 

Zhifei asked in amazement, “Who is your young master?” 

The middle-aged man said respectfully, “My young master is Aurous Hill, Charlie 

Wade!” 

“Charlie Wade?!” When Zhifei learned that the middle-aged man in front of him was 

actually sent by Charlie, he was horrified in his heart! 

He looked at the man and asked in surprise, “You say that Mr. Wade invited me 

back?” 

“Yes.” The middle-aged man nodded and said seriously, “The plane is already waiting 

to take off at the airport. You send me back to Aurous Hill.” 

Zhifei widened his eyes and said, “Hi, I want to know, I haven’t reached the finish 

line yet, why did Mr. Wade let me go back now?” 



The middle-aged man didn’t hide anything, and said directly, “Young Master Su, your 

father, Mr. Zynn, is getting married soon, and the wedding will be held in Aurous 

Hill. What Mr. Wade means is, let me pick you up to attend the wedding, and come 

back to continue the pilgrimage after the wedding is over.” 

“Father is getting married?” Zhifei was dumbfounded for a while, but he quickly 

recovered and asked, 

“Is my father going to marry Aunt He?” The middle-aged man shook his head and 

said apologetically, 

“I’m sorry, Young Master Su, I don’t know the specific situation, I’m the person in 

charge of the Wade family in Shanxi and Shanxi provinces, and I don’t know much 

about the situation in Aurous Hill.” 

After that, he said again, “Master Su, young master hopes that you will arrive as soon 

as possible, He said that your sister is waiting for you in Aurous Hill, and your father 

and mother are also in Aurous Hill, get back earlier, and you can have more time to 

reunite with them.” 

Zhifei recovered, nodded quickly, and said “Okay! Thank you for your hard work!” 

After finishing speaking, he looked at the surroundings and asked the middle-aged 

man, “Can you please record exactly where I am now?” 

The middle-aged man said, “Don’t worry, Young Master Su. I have recorded the GPS 

coordinates, and I will be responsible for sending you over when the time comes.” 

Only then did Zhifei felt relieved and was about to get on the plane. Seeing his dirty 

body, he said a little embarrassedly, “I might dirty the interior of your helicopter…” 

The middle-aged man smiled and said, 

“It’s okay, you don’t need to worry about it, let’s hurry up and set off!” 

“Okay.” Zhifei nodded and stepped onto the helicopter. 

When the helicopter took off, Zhifei kept looking at the place where he got on the 

plane just now. He wanted to remember the geography and landforms here so that he 

could make sure that he would not mistake the place when he comes back. 



And when the helicopter rose higher and higher, he looked at the continuous, majestic, 

and mighty Qinling Mountains in front of him, and he couldn’t help feeling yearning 

and reverence in his heart. 

What he didn’t know was that from the time the helicopter hadn’t landed just now, 

until he got on the helicopter after the conversation with the middle-aged man, the 

whole process was captured by the camera accurately. 

The video at this time has already been sent to Issac’s mobile phone. 

Charlie was currently in the hanging garden, quietly watching Nanako carefully 

arrange a bouquet with the flowers she brought with her. 

Nanako used her long and slender fingers to carefully match different flowers 

together. This bouquet already has a wonderful sense of beauty. This kind of beauty, 

to Charlie, Ruoli, and Zhiyu, All unprecedented. 

And with every flower Nanako adds, this bouquet will give people a refreshing feeling 

as if every decision she makes is the finishing touch, which makes people constantly 

surprised. 

Sisters Zhiyu and Ruoli have been completely impressed by her superb flower 

arrangement skills and her unique aesthetics, and Charlie is also shocked. 

Unexpectedly, Nanako has such talent. 

At this time, the phone suddenly vibrated, and he opened it to find that it was a video 

sent by Issac. This was also the video he had specially told Issac to arrange for 

someone to take it quietly, in order to see Zhifei’s real state now. 

After seeing Zhifei’s performance, Charlie’s impression of him has also changed a lot. 

The reason why he was asked to kowtow was not simply to punish him, but also to 

give him a chance to reflect on himself. 

There are countless ways to punish him. In fact, the best way is to put him in a kennel 

like Kobayashi Jiro and let him be with dogs all day long. 



However, in Charlie’s view, Zhifei is Zhiyu’s elder brother after all, and also Aunt 

Du’s own son. If he can go back to the right path, it will be a big deal for Zhiyu and 

the entire Su family. 

Charlie originally thought that he would at least have to wait until this experience was 

over before he could change from the bottom of his heart, but judging from Zhifei’s 

current performance, it basically exceeded Charlie’s expectations for him. 

Putting down the phone, Nanako’s first bouquet of flowers had already been inserted. 

Ruoli and Zhiyu have been obsessed with watching it, and Zhiyu can’t help but sigh, 

“I never thought that a bunch of flowers can be so beautiful, no matter from which 

angle you look at it, it is perfect…” 

Ruoli on the side is also Eyes flushed with excitement. 

She was still thinking about how to make her parents’ wedding different from other 

people’s weddings. 

However, when she started preparing for this matter, she realized that in fact, so many 

rich people all over the country had already ruined her wedding ideas. 

No matter what kind of plan it is, she thought it would be amazing at first, but if you 

really ask knowledgeable people, they will immediately come up with a lot of similar 

cases. 

Although the hardware of the sky garden is very good, Aurous Hill is only a second-

tier city after all, and such high-end banquet halls cannot be counted with two hands 

in a first-tier city. 

What’s more, they don’t intend to be extravagant and wasteful, so it is even more 

difficult to make any truly innovative elements. 

However, when she saw Nanako’s flower arrangement skills, she immediately 

realized that this is the most precious and rare innovation. 

If such stunning flower arrangements fill the venue on the wedding day, they will 

definitely amaze everyone. 



After Nanako finished the bouquet, she looked at Ruoli at the side and asked her, 

“Miss Su, are you satisfied with this match?” 

“Satisfied, very satisfied!” Ruoli said excitedly, “Ito Miss, I have never seen such a 

good flower arranger as you…” 

“These flowers are no longer as simple as flowers in your hands, but more like works 

of art!” Nanako said with a smile, “artworks are not so much, It’s just some color, 

pattern, and space matching.” 

“Before I came, I probably thought of seven or eight matching plans for uncle’s and 

aunt’s wedding. After I make them all, you can choose according to the site layout.” 

“In addition, I’d better take a look at the style of the wedding dress that Auntie has 

already determined.” 

“I can design the bouquets on both sides of the wedding walkway according to her 

wedding dress.” 

Ruoli said quickly, “The style of the wedding dress has been determined, I’ll take you 

to have a look when it is ready!” 

“Okay.” Nanako nodded, then looked at Charlie, and asked him with a smile, “Mr. 

Charlie, father is also here this time.” 

“If it’s convenient for you at noon, wait until I finish my work here.” 

Come with me to find father and have a cup of tea, what do you think?” Charlie asked 

with a smile, “Where is Mr. Ito? Why didn’t he come here?” 

Charlie asked again, “Are you staying in a hotel?” 

“No.” Nanako blinked and said with a smile, “I asked Tanaka-san to buy a house in 

Aurous Hill in advance, oh yes, it’s in Tomsons’!” 


